metrizable, and a possible choice of metric is given by d(± # j)=2 ' iA^' , where
İAj is the common sequece of i and j, i.e., the maximal séquence q such that q<i and q<j ( §2) . We will always refer to this metric in this paper if it is not specified further. The branching set Κ is then a random compact subset of the metric space (I,d) ( §2). [4, 11, 12, 13] ). As we shall see in §4, the fact that the condition (ZlogZ) suffices for the dimension resuit (0.1) can also be easily shown by a simple truncation from Hawkes (1981) .
If ρ (e) s £ Ρ
In the case where the offspring is of geometrie distribution (i.e. P(Z=i) = a(l-a) 1 1 for some a € (0,1) and all i£ 1), Hawkes showed moreover that 0 < We first gather some preliminary results as follows:
Theorem 1. (The dimension a of K and the α-dimensional measure associated)
Let α be defined as in (0,1). Then Galton-Watson branching process is then identified to a random tree. This tree will be also denoted by 3". The branching set Κ = Κ (ω) is then defined as its boundary, i.e., the set of infinite séquences j such that i € ïï for every finite curtailment i < j. However, we shall give a more careful définition of this set in the following. 
Branching set and

Moments résulte on branching processes
Let (Z^) (n £ 0, Z Q = 1) be a branching process with family distribution Ζ and ι W = lim Ζ /μ η .
(3.1)
η-*» η
We shall need some results on the order of growth of the moments E(W ) of W, which themselves are interesting.
Lemma 3.1 {Comparison theorem for radius of convergence of W and Ζ)
Denote by r(Z ) the radius of convergence of the moment generating tz i function E [e ] of Ζ and r(W) that of W, then r(W) is zero, positive and finite, or infinite if and only if the same is true for r(Z^).
Proof. We first note that tZ l t 2 We see that this is so because We can now obtain our density results about the measure μ . We recali that u) a= logμ /log2 and we remark that |B(i|n)|:= diam B(i|n) =2 n .
E [ e X ] = 1 + t E[Z1
The first resuit (4.0) in the following proposition was first obtained by Hawkes (1981) . For convenience, we shall give a simple proof here. Hi) 0 < μ (Κ) < oo a,s. on Κ*0 if and only if Z is a.s.a constant. Proof. As K can be covered by Z balls of radius 2 n , and Ζ (2 η ) α = Ζ /μ 1 η η η -» W a.s., we have conséquently μ α (Κ) 3W a.s. This proves (ii) and dim K s α 
